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Almost half of the papers in this Third
on Linear

and Zts Applications

Algebra

Special

Issue of Linear Algebra

and Statistics

were presented

at the

International
lated Matrix

Workshop on Linear Models, Experimental
Designs, and ReTheory held in Tampere,
Finland, 6-8 August 1990. Several
papers presented
at this Workshop,
but which involve less linear

other

algebra and/or are more statistical in nature, will be published in a forthcoming Special Issue of the ]ournal of Statistical Planning and Inference. Many
thanks go to Erkki Liski and Simo Puntanen, both of the Department
of
Mathematical
Sciences/Statistics,
University of Tampere, for their excellent
organization of this Workshop.
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The

papers in this Third

topics in linear algebra

Special

Issue involve the following

and matrix theory and their applications

to statistics

and probability: diagonally range-dominant
matrices, eigenvalues of matrix
sums, generalized
inverses (Banachiewicz-Schur
form, inner, outer, symmetric

reflexive),

Hermite

polynomials,

idempotent

matrices,

inequalities,

infinite products of matrices, iterative maximization, Laguerre polynomials,
matrix commutativity, matrix derivatives, matrix norms and antinorms, matrix
partial orderings (Lijwner, minus, sharp, star), numerical methods, periodicity, polynomial matrix equations, rank additivity and subtractivity of matrices,
Schur complements,
stochastic and V-matrices, supermultiplicativity
factors,
and zonal polynomials.
In addition these papers cover certain aspects of the linear-algebraic
and
matrix-theoretic
methods associated with the following topics in statistics and
probability:
asymptotics,
canonical
correlations,
admissible
estimators,
Cochran’s
analysis,

theorem,
covariance

constrained
and correlation

least-squares

estimators,

structures,

Edgeworth

correspondence
expansions,

effi-

ciency and optimality of ordinary least squares, Gauss-Markov
models,
generalized ridge estimators, linear models, linear regression, linear unbiased
estimators,

Markov chains, maximum-likelihood
estimators, minimax estimamultivariate statistical analysis,
tors, multicollinearity,
multiple regression,
nonhomogeneous
Markov systems, orthogonal designs, and the Wishart distribution.

